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ABSTRACT

([statement]
<[sub-clause]

Due to robustness, learnability and eaSe of integration of
different information sources, connectionist parsing systems
have proven to be applicable for parsing spoken language,
However, most proposed connectionist parsers do not coinpute and represent complex structures. These parsers assign only a very limited structure to a given input string.
For spoken language translation and d a t a base access, inore
detailed syntactic and semantic representation is needed.
In the present paper, we show that arbitrary linguistic f e a
tures and arbitrary complex tree structures can indeed also
be learned by a connectionist parsing system.
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INTRODUCTION

T h e connectionist parser of spoken language, PARSE( ;,
[4, 5 , 7, 81 has been proven to be successful for particular
problems frequently found when processing speech. First,
PARSE(: is robust towards ungrammaticality, restarts, and
other spontaneous speech effects. Second, PARSEC is trainable, and thus eliminates the effort of writing a grammar.
Third, within PARSEC it is easy to integrate different information sources. For instance, information about the pitch
contour is used to distinguish between statements and yesno questions.
However, in comparison with symbolic parsing systems
e.g. [I, 2, 31 that rely on hand encoded grammar rules, the
output of inany currently proposed connectionist parsers
[S, 9, IO] is limited. In particular, morpho-syntactic and
structural information is not part of the output structure
of the current PARSEC system. Moreover, detailed structural relations are necessary in order to resolve anaphoric
relations, i.e. finding the referent of pronouns. Consider for
example the output from the old PARSEC system shown
in figures 1 and 3.
Performing a high-quality speech translation based on
this output is difficult (see figure 2 ) , because no information
about the morpho-syntactic features and structural relatioti*The first author was supported by the Research Council of
Norway, The second aud third authors were supported by the
Advanced Research Projects Ageucy and the National Science
Fouiidation. The views arid co~iclusio~ls
contained in tllis docuinent are those of the authors and should irot he interpreted
as necessarily represeuting tlie offiical policies, either expressed
or implied, of the Advanced Research Projects Agency, tlie National Science Foundation, or the Research Counril of Norway.

Fiiuw I. Parse lacking features
If your paper is accepted,
we’ll also send you special forills for your paper. (correct)
If your papers are accepted,
we’ll also send you special foriils for your paper.
If your paper will accept,
we’ll also send you special forins for your paper.
If your paper is accepted,
we’ll also seud you special forin for your paper.
If your paper is accepted,
we’ll also send you special forms for your papers.

K g u ~2. Soine possible English translation errors of sentence parsed in figure 1, when ignoring feature information.

ships is available. For example, just looking in the lexicon
to decide whether artikel (paper/s) is singular or plural is
not sufficient, because the respective fornls are identical. ln
the example above, the relevant information about nuinber
can only be decided in the actual context where ihr (your)
and wird ( t o be) indicate a singular reading of artikel. Further, urerden (base form of wird) signals passive in the first
clause, and future in the second clause.
Morpho-syntactic features inclnde number, t,ense,
agreement, mood, gender etc. Soine of these values may
be takeu-from the lexicon, but most of them can only be
decided in the actual context within thr sentence.
Structural relatiomhips include attachment of prepositional phrases, relative clanses, genitives, adjectives etc.
(:onsider the output of the old PARSE(: system shown in
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figure 3.

imum of value 1 out of a class of ni values. I n a neural
network paradigm, this means that we have a classifier.
To learn the task, normal connectionist backpropagation
networks with one hidden layer were used. The old F'AKSE(: system was used as input to these networks: Words
were mapped to oiie vector of binary features per wurd. Thc
sentences were segmented into phrases and clauses (cf. [',I
for more details).
When finding the optimal architecture of t h r featurr
value networks, two slightly different approaches were tried:
First, each feature was learned by a separate connectionist network, i.e. each network is a separate classifier. This
approach has the advantage t h a t each network gets a relatively easy task to learn, and the disadvantage that i t requires many networks and long training time.
Second, all features belonging to phrases were trained
with the phrase label in one network together, i.e. each
network is a collection of classifiers. This approach can exploit the correlation between features, aird hetwern features
and the case label, but has the disadvantage t h a t the t,ask
to learn is more complex.
Training and testing runs were made with (;erinan d a t a
froni the (:onference Registration Task, using Y dialogs for
training, and 3 other dialogs for testing. ('Io train and t.est
on (;erinan is better than on English, because (.;erinan has a
richer morpho-syntax than English.) Training performance
was 99.0 % and 97.7 % (averaged over the features), rcspectively for the two architectures. Testing performance was
87.3 % and 88.6 % (averaged over thefeatures), respectively.
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Figtm 3 . Parse lacking structure
T h e important point to note here is t h a t no internal analysis of the agent slot is performed by the system. In a machine translation framework the analysis above would not
be sufficient to enable a regular mapping into the target
language. A much more detailed analysis of the internal
structure of e.g. the agent slot is needed.
Both problems above could he tackled by a symbolic rule
based parsing systems. However, ungramniatical sentences
(which are frequently found in spontanuous speech) represent a major problem. On the other hand, a connectionist
system with its inherent robustness can compute this kind
of input with less difficulty.
Moreover, the impoverished output of connectionist systems limited their application in larger systems (for instance
the JANUS system), because they required heavy (symbolic) postprocessing. Further, in most cases, these postprocessors must be targeted strongly towards the application.
Although we think t h a t hybrid architectures are quite
useful, there is always the problem of linking two submodules and defining interface relations. In particluar, linking
of connectionist modules t o symbolic inodules faces the additional problem of mapping continuous into discrete values.
During this kind of mapping relevant information might be
lost and additional sources of possible breakdowns might be
introduced into the system.
In general, we think t h a t the scope of one module should
be as wide as possible. In the case of connectionist parsing
systems this means t h a t the connectionist system should
assign a syntactic structure to an input sentence without
relying on symbolic postprocessing.
2.

3.

L E A R N I N G LINGUISTIC F E A T U R E
VALUES

ln a first approach we extended PARSE(: is such a way
that the system was able to learn to parse sentences into
case frames annotated with any kind of linguistic features.
T h e system was trained and tested with morpho-syntactic
feature values, but semantic, pragmatic, and prosodic feature values would also have been possible.
Contrast the parse results of the old system in figure 1
with the output of the modified system in figure 4, where the
feature pairs (pair of feature and feature value) are emphasized. They are given in the form (feature feature-value).
Any number of feature pairs is allowed. PARSEC labels are
shown in square brackets. They are included for completeness only.
From a theoretical point of view ([I], pp.35), these features are otoniic-valued features, in contrast to catpgoryvalued features. Each atomic-valued feature takes a max-

CONNECTIONIST SHIFT-REDUCE
PARSING

I n a second approach, we iniplemented (based on P A R S E ( :)
a connectionist system which was trainable to approximate
the behavior of a symbolic hotton-up shift-reduce parser.
T h e underlying architecture consists of two backpropagation networks. T h e first network is responsible for detecting
phrase boundaries in the input string, the second for assigning labels to the respective phrases. I n order to gciirrcttt:
arbitrary complex tree structures we added a recursion step
to the system: the list of labels assigned to the respective
phrases in time step n will serve as the inpnt string in time
step n f l . Therefore, the labels (e.g. noun phrase (Nf)or
verb ( V) have to be defined as lexical items in thc lexicon as
well. For the sentence his big brothrr+sfrieiid lovrd 1izmself
the first recursion step will assign the preterniinals N ADJ
N N V N to the input string. This list of pretermiuals will
be the input string in the next recursion step which c o n putes N - B A R A D J - B A R N - B A R N - B A R V N-BAR as its
output. T h e recursion terminates if no more shift or rrduct
actions can he executed. Instead of the parse in figure 3 , the
system will now output the phrase structure tree in figure
5 . We used a slighly modified X-bar graminar formalism [GI
which was easier to learn by the network because of its uniformity in the underlying rule representation. Note'that thephrase structure is not required to be in some normal-form
(e.g. (:homsky normal-form).
T h e generation of training data now becomes an essential
part of the system, because the trainiug d a t a filially determines the dynainic behaviour of the connectionist system.
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4.

frames ailnotated with features

The process of generating training froin an abstract representatioii for the example sentence is given in figure F. It
shows the respective input ”sentences” for all levels in the
respective syntactic tree (cf. figure 5 ) , where to put phrase
boundaries, and how to label the respective phrases.
Froin the resulting more detailed syntactic analysis of input sentences it is much easier t o define a mapping into some
target representation e.g. an interlingua for machine translation or an SQL for d a t a base access. In addition, this more
detailed structure can be used [ l l ] to resolve anaphoric relations obtaining within the sentence. For example, the
only possible referent for the reflexive pronoun himself in
the seiitence above is the noun phrase in the subject position: liis b i g brotlier+s friend. However, in a sentence like
Iris big brotlier+s friend loved liirir the pronoun l i i r i i cannot
have the entire subject noun phrase as its antecedent.
The system was trained with a corpus of over 100 sentences. It learned all sentences, and generalized well [I I].
4.

CONCLUSION

T h e two approaches described above show t h a t connectionist systems are able to compute sophisticated and complex
output structures. We extended the scope of connectionist
parsing systems within an NLP system from sollie kind of
preprocessor to a substantial part of the overall system architecture. As a consequence, tlie learning capabilities of
connectionist systems caii cover milch more of the overall
processing task (thereby eliminating the need for hand specified rule-based system components). In addition, because
now tlie connectionist systems are able to output much more
structured representations, it is easier to define interfaces
with other (symbolic) system components.
Both approaches learned and generalized well from small
corpora, which reduces tlie human effort to a iiiininium
wlieii inaking a running system for a specific application.
In future work, it would be interesting to combine stroctare and feature inforination in one system. We see at least

two approaches to do this:
1 . (:onibining the two methods described herr.
2 . Extending the first iuethod to not only learn atomicvalued features, but also category-valued features. This
would meail t h a t the system would produce feature valor
structures, and hence be output compatible with unification based parsers, e.g. [2]. Ongoing work is is based 011
the second approach.
T h e first approach was trained and tested with only
morpho-syntactic feature values, but is by iio means liiiiited to this kind of feature. One could also t r y learning
semantic, pragmatic, and prosodic feature values. Ongoing
work aims at testing the first method on the Time Schedoling Data Base. This d a t a base is larger than the (:onference
Registration Task. Moreover, i t is a true spontaneous task.
5.
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np -> np
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vp -> v-bar

Figurp 5. Structured parse tree
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